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General Knowledge Quiz (Round 349)
  2023 General Knowledge
 

Questions

1) Which politician famously said ‘Ich bin ein Berliner’

 

2) In chemistry what is the smallest part of an element that can take part in a chemical reaction?

 

3) Which football team has the nickname of the ‘Trotters’

 

4) Which American president became known as ‘Tricky Dicky’?

 

5)  What does the acronym ASH represent in terms of wellbeing?

 

6) Which ‘C’ is an ornamental moulding running around the walls of a room near the ceiling?

 

7) What is the name of the prison housed on the Isle of Wight?

 

8) The Chinese year 2023 is represented by which animal?

 

9) The song ‘White Christmas’ by Irving Berlin won the Best Original Song oscar in which film?

 

10) True or false, before becoming a famous actor Matt LeBlanc worked as a carpenter?

 

 

 

Answers

1) Which politician famously said ‘Ich bin ein Berliner’

John F Kennedy
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2) In chemistry what is the smallest part of an element that can take part in a chemical reaction?

Atom

 

3) Which football team has the nickname of the ‘Trotters’

Bolton Wanderers

 

4) Which American president became known as ‘Tricky Dicky’?

Richard Nixon

 

5)  What does the acronym ASH represent in terms of wellbeing?

Action on Smoking and Health

 

6) Which ‘C’ is an ornamental moulding running around the walls of a room near the ceiling?

Cornice

 

7) What is the name of the prison housed on the Isle of Wight?

Parkhurst

 

8) The Chinese year 2023 is represented by which animal?

Rabbit

 

9) The song ‘White Christmas’ by Irving Berlin won the Best Original Song oscar in which film?

Holiday Inn

 

10) True or false, before becoming a famous actor Matt LeBlanc worked as a carpenter?

True
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